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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATION TRAININGS
ReScape Qualification Trainings are offered to professionals in the public and private sector who design, install and maintain commercial, civic and residential landscapes. Trainings are taught by subject-area experts and provide daily group activities, hands-on learning modules, and thoughtful interactive discussions designed to help professionals adopt best practices that bring our 8 Principles into the field and support the integrity of our watersheds.

RATED LANDSCAPE RATER TRAINING
ReScape Rater Trainings educate professionals in a scorecard rating system that assures excellence and regulatory compliance in regenerative landscape design, construction, and maintenance practices to create healthy, drought-tolerant and environmentally-sound earthscapes.

ADVANCED PROFESSIONAL WORKSHOPS
Advanced Professional Workshops dig deeper than the Qualified Professional Trainings and provide both seasoned professionals and those newer to the field with up-to-date regenerative landscaping best practices. Local experts offer classroom-style lectures, hands-on training and technical support. Advanced Professional Workshops address current climate change issues with regenerative landscaping solutions.

QUALIFICATION RENEWAL TRAININGS
ReScape Qualified Professionals renew their status to represent their significant commitment to using landscape practices that protect air, water, wildlife and the community. ReScape Qualification Renewal courses showcase cutting-edge climate resilient earthscape practices to expand job skills and enrich competency for competitive career advantage in the professional regenerative landscape marketplace.